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Many new module and interconnection technologies
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On top of that

1. Back contact solar cells

2. Glass-glass modules

3. Paving modules

4. Lead-free soldering

5. Conductive adhesives

6. Flexible modules

7. Half cell shingle modules

8. And so on …
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It’s Magnetic

Invented

> 2000 years 

ago in China

ic

Magnetic Field 

Strength:

25-65 µT

Geodynamo:

Convection currents of 

molten Fe in the 

Earth’s crust cause 

magnetic field.

Computer simulation

of Earth’s magnetic 

field
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But as you know … 

Maxwell’s Equations

“Let there be light”

(1861)

Ampere Maxwell

Law

it’s “just” physics
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Just physics

Magnetic field of an infinite straight wire

Biot-Savart Law



What we do is …

PL imaging
Lock-in 

thermography
Magnetic field

imaging

→ Magnetic Field Imaging (MFI)

➢ voltage ➢ power ➢ current



Identifying solder problems using MFI

(a) Magnetic field image with missing solder spots

(b) Equivalent EL image



How do we measure this?

device

under test

sensor

movement

magnetic 

field

line sensor

Sensor specs

- Resolution: 64 sensors in one direction

- Bx, By and Bz sensors : Total 192 sensors

- Minimum magnetic fields: ~1 uT

- Minimum Currents: ~100mA 



What kind of images do we get?



How do you discern currents on front and back?



How we measure only on one side

(a) Visual image of the rear of a screen-printed solar cell

with multi-wire contacting while current is injected and extracted on

one multi-wire. (b) MFI of the corresponding magnetic field By.



Another way of injecting current

 

➢ We can quite easily identify contacting issues



A more traditional way of doing this

Transmission line (TLM) measurements.



How we model this.

14

busbars / ribbons

We use about 24 000 nodes



Measurement and modelling results



Measurement and modelling results

Optimum fit was achieved for the resistance 

values:

(i)   Rw = 0.25 Ω/m,

(ii)  Rc = 10 µΩ-m and

(iii) Rsheet = 50 mΩ/□.



Our findings:

▪ SPICE circuit simulations correlate very

well with MFI measurements

▪ It is possible to extract relevant contacting

parameters similar to the more traditional

TLM method.



Conclusions

• Magnetic field imaging (MFI) complements other

measurement techniques and allows to understand current

flows in solar cells better

• MFI can be used to determine the current flows in metal-

semiconductor contacts in solar cells related to one contact

polarity only.

• Faults in contacts of one polarity can easily be identified like

this.

• Using a SPICE circuit modelling current flow patterns in solar

cell contacts can be simulated.

• This work can be helpful in designing and testing of novel

contacting structures but also in routine inspection during the

manufacture of solar cells.
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Conclusions

• Magnetic field imaging (MFI) complements other

measurement techniques and allows to understand current

flows in solar cells better

• MFI can be used to determine the current flows in metal-

semiconductor contacts in solar cells related to one contact
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